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While collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) pathways for peptides are well characterized,
those of intact proteins are not. We systematically assigned CAD product ions of ubiquitin,
myoglobin, and bovine serum albumin generated using high-yield, in-source fragmentation.
Assignment of 
98% of hundreds of product ions implies that the fragmentation pathways
described are representative of the major pathways. Protein dissociation mechanisms were
found to be modulated by both source declustering potential and precursor ion charge state.
Like peptides, higher charge states of proteins fragmented at lower energies next to Pro, via
mobile protons, while lower charge states fragmented at higher energies after Asp and Glu, via
localized protons. Unlike peptides, however, predominant fragmentation channels of proteins
occurred at intermediate charge states via non-canonical mechanisms and produced extensive
internal fragmentation. The non-canonical mechanisms include prominent cleavages C-
terminal to Pro and Asn, and N-terminal to Ile, Leu, and Ser; these cleavages, along with
internal fragments, led to a 45% increase in sequence coverage, improving the specificity of
top-down protein identification. Three applications take advantage of the different mecha-
nisms of protein fragmentation. First, modulation of declustering potential selectively frag-
ments different charge states, allowing the source region to be used as the first stage of a
low-resolution tandem mass spectrometer, facilitating pseudo-MS3 of product ions with
known parent charge states. Second, development and integration of automated modulation of
ion funnel declustering potential allows users access to a particular fragmentation mechanism,
yielding facile cleavage on a liquid chromatography timescale. Third, augmentation of a
top-down search engine improved protein characterization. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010,
21, 949–959) © 2010 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a useful tool for
characterizing the composition and structure
of molecules. The soft ionization methods of

electrospray ionization (ESI) [1] and matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) [2] extended the
mass range of MS to include intact proteins, and en-
abled “top-down” mass spectrometry approaches.
There are two fundamental differences between the
so-called top-down and the traditional bottom-up ap-
proaches (bottom-up uses proteolytic peptides of�3000
Da) [3]. The first is that top-down methods can provide
the mass of the protein and the second is that top-down
proteomics methods rely exclusively upon fragments
generated in the gas phase, whereas bottom-up meth-
ods employ an additional chemical or enzymatic diges-
tion step [3]. Limitations of top-down methods are the
upper mass limit (currently at 669 kDa [4] for protein

identification) and the efficiency, and understanding of
the mechanism of, gas-phase protein fragmentation.
Numerous surface-induced dissociation and colli-

sionally activated dissociation (CAD) studies [5–12]
characterized peptide fragmentation mechanisms [5],
including the comprehensive characterization of frag-
mentation trends by systematic, large-scale studies
[13–15]. From these studies arose the “mobile proton
model” (and the recent “pathways in competition”
model), which state that fragmentation requires the colli-
sionally activated transfer of a proton from a basic site to
a less basic site. The positions of amino acids with high
structural rigidity and high gas-phase basicity (proline,
arginine, histidine, lysine, and the protein N-terminus)
thus greatly influence fragmentation [6, 9, 16, 17]. If
mobile protons are not available or if sufficient energy is
present, fragmentation proceeds using a localized (and
relatively immobile) proton from an acidic residue, result-
ing in cleavage C-terminal to Asp or Glu [5, 18].
Because peptides are essentially shorter versions of

proteins, one could question whether anything additional
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can be learned from studies of protein CAD. However,
fundamental differences between proteins and peptides
exist [19], including size, representative terminal residues,
and the strikingly low sequence coverage of intact protein
CAD. For example, the C-terminal Arg and Lys of tryptic
peptides play important roles in peptide CAD mecha-
nisms, and when combined with the low charge states of
peptides, bias against the observation of b-ions. With
proteins, however, the C-terminal residue can be any
amino acid, more charges are present, and as a result a
larger fraction of b-ions should be observed. Another
difference is that the N-terminus of most tryptic peptides
is a free amine that possesses an additional proton com-
pared with a modified N-terminus. While this proton can
be sequestered at the N-terminus [20], the paucity of
b-ions in peptide CAD is consistent with its frequent
mobilization. Half of yeast and the majority of mamma-
lian proteins [21], however, have acetylated N-termini,
which have lower gas-phase basicities than intact amino
termini and are even less likely to sequester a proton [6,
20]. Moreover, proteins have a broader array of conforma-
tional structures and charge densities. Clearly, the range of
possible fragmentation mechanisms available to proteins
is higher than for peptides.
Methods of protein fragmentation include CAD in a

multipole [22], sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI)-
CAD [23], infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD)
[24], ECD [25], electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) [26],
and the in-source fragmentation methods of prefolding
dissociation (PFD) [27], nozzle-skimmer dissociation
(NSD) [28], and, as discussed here, funnel-skimmer
dissociation [4]. One drawback of NSD is the tendency
to lose ions through scattering before they enter the
relatively narrow skimmer aperture [29]. Funnel-skimmer
dissociation of ions, on the other hand, occurs in the
relatively wide ion funnel inter-stage region between
the first [30] and second funnel (see Figure 1) providing
higher transfer efficiency for large, multiply charged
fragment ions [29–31]. Generally speaking, methods for

intact protein fragmentation provide far less sequence
coverage than bottom-up methods. For example, elec-
tron capture dissociation (ECD) efficiency is theoreti-
cally limited to 33% [32] with typical experimental
efficiencies of less than 10%.
As a result of the low fragmentation efficiency of

ECD, high throughput top-down studies have re-
sorted to CAD for protein identification [33, 34]. Intact
protein fragmentation mechanistic studies have been
spearheaded by groups including McLuckey, Reid,
McLafferty, and Clemmer [35–41]. However, important
questions still remain, for example, why intact protein
CAD generates predominantly N- and C-terminal frag-
ments and low yields, and whether proteins and pep-
tides have dissimilar dissociation mechanisms [42]. For
example, many intact protein fragment ions are not well
understood and have been characterized as “relatively
nonspecific” [37]. A better understanding of the mech-
anisms of intact protein fragmentation would improve
our fundamental understanding of gas-phase ion-
molecule chemistry and could be applied for improving
experimental conditions and design, interpreting re-
sults, and optimizing search engine specificity of pro-
tein identification algorithms [4].
The goals of this study are to further characterize

the mechanisms of intact protein CAD, and funnel-
skimmer dissociation in particular. Here, we explore en-
ergy and charge-state dependence of the CAD of intact
proteins, and characterize qualitative differences between
the fragmentation channels of proteins and peptides. We
develop new electronics that when combined with opti-
mized instrument parameters and mechanism-minded
database searching, allow for identifying and characteriz-
ing proteins on a LC timescale, a feat that cannot currently
be accomplished using ECD. Continued expansion of
top-down efforts [39, 43, 44] and persistent interest and
discoveries related to peptide fragmentation [45–48] make
this study generally applicable to the broad discipline of
chemistry and related sciences.

Figure 1. Depiction of the FT-ICR mass spectrometer source schematic. (a) FT-ICR Apollo II source
diagram, where potentials help guide the ions further into the instrument. Increased declustering potential
(ion optic skimmer 1) caused fragmentation. (b) Picture of a dual ion funnel with attached hexapole from
the instrument, labeled for orientation to compare to (a). (c) Looking down ion funnel 1 at the decreasing
inner diameter of the disk electrodes, one can see the labeled optic skimmer 1.
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Experimental

Sample Preparation

All solvents (HPLC grade), chemicals, and proteins
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA) unless otherwise stated. Bovine ubiquitin (8.6
kDa) (Boston Biochem, Cambridge, MA, USA) was
desalted using an Amicon Ultra-4 centrifugal filter
device (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) with a 5000
nominal molecular weight cutoff. The filters were used
as directed with the exception of 10 mM ammonium
bicarbonate; pH 7.4 was added to the first wash of the
protein. Water was used for the remainder of three
washes. Equine myoglobin (16.9 kDa) was used without
further purification. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, 66.4
kDa) was prepared in 100 �M solution and the disulfide
bonds were reduced with 50 �M dithiothreitol (DTT)
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) at 60 °C for 15
min. The concentrations of ubiquitin, myoglobin, and
BSA prepared for mass spectrometry analysis in 50%
water:50% acetonitrile solution containing 0.1% formic
acid were 0.5, 0.5, and 1 �M, respectively.

Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Resonance
(FT-ICR) Mass Spectrometry Analyses

All experiments were performed using a Bruker Dal-
tonics Inc. Apex Qe-94 equipped with a dual stage ion
funnel, quadrupole 9.4 Tesla FT-ICR mass spectrometer
(Billerica, MA, USA). Following initial optimization of
ion source conditions, external calibration in the m/z
domain was performed with electrospray tuning mix
(Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) using peaks at m/z 622,
922, 1522, and 2122. Samples were directly infused into
the mass spectrometer via an Apollo II electrospray ion
source (Bruker Daltonics Inc.) at a flow rate of 110 �L/h
maintained with a syringe pump (Cole Parmer, Vernon
Hills, IL, USA). The experimental setup for the source is
illustrated in Figure 1a. The inlet capillary voltage was
set at �4.4 kV, and the capillary was heated to four
temperatures (100, 150, 200, and 240 °C) to determine
the optimal capillary temperature to aid in fragmenta-
tion. Biasing the outlet capillary to 310 V helped guide
desolvated positive ions into the funnel-skimmer re-
gion. Ions moved from a source hexapole ion guide
(accumulated 0.05 s) to the quadrupole region before
transmission into a second hexapole. Ions accumulated
in the hexapole ion guide for 1 s then were transferred
to the analyzer cylindrical ICR cell via electrostatic ion
optics. Ions were excited using a frequency-sweep
(chirp) waveform, and acquisitions were recorded us-
ing 512 k data points in broadband detection mode.

Funnel-Skimmer Dissociation

Fragmentation occurred by collision of ions with back-
ground gas (nitrogen), where the pressure in this region
was �3 mTorr [4, 49]. Note that the declustering

potential was predominantly in the ion optic skimmer
1, therefore when this voltage was increased (as shown
in Figure 1), fragmentation of proteins could be in-
duced. Skimmer 1 is different than the conventional
use of a molecular beam-like skimmer in that for
funnel-skimmer dissociation, this voltage increase
caused the conductance limit and pressure differential
to increase while decreasing from ambient pressure at
�3 Torr down to mTorr.
Details of typical positive ion mode tuning voltages

for the source have been described recently [4]. Instru-
ment parameters shown in Figure 1a such as capillary
temperature, ion funnels 1 and 2, skimmers 1 and 2,
deflector, capillary exit- and extract/trap-voltages, time
of flight, and analyzer (sidekick, excitation amplitude)
were cursorily set once an optimal signal was obtained
by looking at their effects on signal intensity and
fragmentation. Results were visually evaluated for
changes in fragment ion intensity. These voltages in the
source funnel-skimmer region, apart from the skimmer
1 declustering potential, were set to achieve optimal
spectral intensity. As shown in Figure S1, (in Supple-
mental Information, which can be found in the elec-
tronic version of this article), by setting the declustering
potential at 40 V, the basic work flow for funnel-
skimmer dissociation fragmentation includes intact
protein molecular weight determination. This voltage
allowed good sensitivity in ion signal transmission with
reduction of solvent adducts, while also allowing little
to no fragmentation of the precursor protein that is
useful for protein identification. Funnel-skimmer disso-
ciation fragments were produced by increasing declus-
tering potential voltage to 60–140 V, with fragmenta-
tion tested by incremental increases of 10 V.
Source and instrument parameters for funnel-skimmer

dissociation experiments were the same for all proteins.
Nonetheless, differences worth noting included the
following parameters: (1) ubiquitin and BSA: mass
range � m/z 100–4000, time of flight delay � 1.5 ms,
quadrupole 1 mass � m/z 400, quadrupole pressure �
2.7 � 10�6 torr; (2) myoglobin: mass range � m/z
200–3000, time of flight delay � 2 ms, Q1 mass � m/z
600, quadrupole pressure � 2.25 � 10�6 torr. Experi-
ments were conducted in chromatography mode. Funnel-
skimmer dissociation resulted in CAD-type fragmenta-
tion with cleavage at the amide bond yielding b- and y
ions (and some neutral losses), retaining the N- and
C-terminus respectively, with the fragmentation no-
menclature summarized by Roepstorff and Fohlman
[50], and Biemann [51].

Automation of Funnel-Skimmer Dissociation

Automatic modulation of the optimized MS and CAD
parameters was accomplished by using a TTL pulse
clocked after every scan to modulate the voltage of the
declustering potential (skimmer 1) from low to high
values and back. This pulse could be generated in two
ways: (1) pulse program integrated into APEX Control
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software (Bruker Daltonics) synchronized with the TTL
switching, running short (�200 ms) hexapole fill times
for the MS scans and long (�1-60 s) fill times for the
CAD scans; or 2) pulse generator (DG535, Digital Delay
Pulse Generator; Stanford Research Systems, Sunny-
vale, CA, USA) set to create the chosen pulse frequency
(e.g., 0.333 Hz). Experiments described here were per-
formed with the integrated pulse program. Figure S2
shows the schematic for the construction of the electron-
ics needed to create the TTL pulse producing MS or
MS2. For an automated pulse program using the soft-
ware, the TTL dual D-type positive edge triggered
flip-flop (SN74LS74AN; TX Instruments, Waltham, MA,
USA) box (10 k� resistor, 0.1 �F capacitor, and powered
with 9 V battery) was wired via BNC cables into the
back of the Acquisition Control System power console
to the specific output to be called to in the pulse
program. The resulting TTL pulse fed into a 150 V
power supply with the output looped to another BNC
connection, wired to the skimmer 1 voltage wire on the
source of the instrument. This connection was split so
that readout could be monitored with a voltmeter
(Wavetek Meterman, Everett, WA, USA). Low and high
voltages were set using potentiometers (Bourns, River-
side, CA, USA).

Data Analysis and Database Searching

Raw data were deconvoluted and the monoisotopic
mass was found using the Sophisticated Numerical
Annotation Procedure (SNAP) II algorithm in Data-
Analysis V. 3.4 (Bruker Daltonics) [52]. [M � H]�

masses with intensities were searched using the top-
down database search engine, Mascot-TD (Matrix Sci-
ence Inc., Boston, MA, USA) [4, 53]. Search specifica-
tions included “none” as the enzymatic digestion and
amino (N)-terminal acetylation as a variable modifica-
tion, searched in the MSDB database. Default error
tolerances for peptide mass (or MS1 were set to �0.1%
for ubiquitin and BSA or �1% for myoglobin to take
into account the potential of electrospray adducts to the
intact protein mass or the potential for the partial
reduction of disulfide bonds. Fragment mass tolerances
(or funnel-skimmer dissociation-MS2 were set to 0.01–
0.3 Da depending on the search performed. These MS1

and MS2 tolerances are larger than they need to be
considering the accuracy of the FT-ICR instrument used
but were chosen to be representative of high through-
put LC/MS-based studies where ion abundances vary
greatly, and because Mascot-TD currently does not
allow for ppm-based MS2 tolerances. Intact protein
[M�H]�masses were used as precursor masses for the
Mascot-TD searches, except in the case of BSA where 60
kDa was used, 60 kDa being the upper limit for the
precursor ion mass at the time when searches were
performed (currently 110 kDa) [54]. Additionally, inter-
nal fragment searches incorporated new user-defined
instrument definitions into Mascot-TD, as a large pro-
portion of unmatched ions existed in the raw data. One

definition added a-type fragments and ya- and yb
internal fragments up to 30 kDa in size to be searched,
in addition to the usual b- and y-fragment ions and their
water and ammonia loses. The second definition added
only yb-internal fragments up to 30 kDa, in addition to
the usual b- and y fragment ions.

Mechanistic Considerations for Improved
Protein Identification

To determine the best experimental conditions for pro-
tein identification, a relationship between Mascot-TD
score and declustering potential was explored. The
Mascot-TD probability based algorithm assigns a
MOWSE score to matches and decides the significance
of the score based on sequence homology [4, 53]. The
combined fragmentation and intact protein [M � H]�

masses and intensity were searched in the Mascot-TD
database. The higher the number of fragments identi-
fied out of the total number submitted (including loss of
water and ammonia, etc) constitutes the maximum
score. Illustrated in Figure S3 is the bimodal distribu-
tion with two local maxima at 80 and 120 V for
ubiquitin, consistent for all temperatures examined. We
tested whether the multiple distributions, observed for
all proteins studied (Figures S4 and S5), suggested if
certain energy thresholds existed where more fragmen-
tation was observed (in terms of higher scores) or if
perhaps certain fragmentation channels were not de-
tected by Mascot-TD.

OriginPro Data Analysis

OriginPro 8 (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA,
USA) software was used for extended data analysis and
graphing ability. The plotted data symbol (which signi-
fied the mass of the fragment at the declustering voltage
of interest) was modified so that the color could be
mapped based on the intensity of the fragment. The
minimum and maximum intensity levels were set to
encompass fragments of all declustering voltages used
experimentally. The color mapping was accomplished
by plotting the intensity on a log scale with the number
of color intensity levels set the same for all plots (i.e.,
1000). Low intensity was displayed as blue and high
intensity was displayed as red, with limited mixing as a
gradient transition from one color to another. The
unnormalized intensity was used (instead of total ion
chromatogram or base peak chromatogram normaliza-
tion) since the standard deviation of the intensity mon-
itored over the entire experiment was within 8.2%.

Spectral Validity Data Analysis and
Internal Fragmentation

Funnel-skimmer dissociation peaks for each decluster-
ing potential were manually verified to check for
charge-state assignment and validity of the masses. The
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identification of each peak was assigned when possible,
whether the peak was an a-, b-, or y-ion, a neutral loss,
or even an internal fragment. Because of the high mass
accuracy of FT-ICR MS masses, redundant internal
fragment masses were assigned to a specific fragment
when possible. When multiple possibilities of internal
fragments resulted, the error in part-per-million (ppm)
was calculated. As long as the root-mean-square (RMS)
error was reasonable within the Mascot-TD search
parameters used, the fragment was identified (e.g.,
internally calibrated ubiquitin had a RMS error 	10
ppm; see Table S1 for details).

Results and Discussion

As a result of the low fragmentation efficiency of ECD,
high throughput top-down studies have resorted to
CAD for protein identification [33, 34]. Whereas CAD of
peptides often yields numerous assignable product ions
and remains the method of choice for proteomics stud-
ies, CAD of intact proteins yields relatively fewer
assignable products and therefore less comprehensive
structural characterization [42]. A better understanding
of the mechanisms of intact protein CAD should im-
prove matters. Promising results, including higher frag-
mentation efficiency than traditional CAD in a collision
cell, and the identification of a 669 kDa protein [4], led
us to characterize themechanisms of in-source (funnel-
skimmer) CAD and to optimize it for high-throughput
studies. Our results are expected to be applicable to
CAD in general, for example to ion-trap and hexapole
CAD. Here we characterize the mechanism of CAD of
proteins as a function of charge state, source decluster-
ing potential, and capillary temperature (described in
the Experimental section). We identify “sweet spots” in
declustering potential and protein charge state that
arise from mechanisms not often observed in peptides
and that result in substantially improved fragmentation
efficiency, sequence coverage, and structural character-
ization. These “sweet spots,” which were once believed
to result from unselective cleavage [37], are shown to
result from internal fragments of multiple mechanistic
origins.
Taking advantage of these mechanisms, we demon-

strate a general method for using the source region as a
low-resolution mass spectrometer, and provide experi-
mental guidelines for tailoring protein fragmentation
channels (e.g., cleavage at proline versus aspartic acid).
We then construct electronics that can alternate be-
tween the ideal declustering potentials for determining
intact protein mass and protein fragmentation. Finally,
we demonstrate that sequence coverage can be signifi-
cantly improved and confidence in protein identifica-
tion increased by taking internal fragments into consid-
eration using an automated, commercially available
search engine (the Mascot-TD search database [4, 53]).

Similarities in Collisionally Activated Dissociation
Mechanisms Observed for Proteins and Peptides

Three proteins were chosen for this study that were
within a molecular weight range that contains 80% of
human proteins (8.6 to 66.4 kDa) [4]. We attained intact
protein molecular weights at a declustering potential of
40 V, which afforded good sensitivity, no solvent ad-
ducts, and little detectable fragmentation. Upon further
increasing this potential from 60 to 140 V dissociation
resulted. By virtue of having comprehensively assigned

98% of the fragment ions for ubiquitin, we assert that
no prevalent fragmentation channel went unassigned.
The conclusions and generalizations reached with ubiq-
uitin were then verified for myoglobin and BSA (see
Figures S7 and S8).
Figure 2 illustrates that the higher the charge state,

the lower the declustering potential threshold for dis-
sociation [55], consistent with previous in-source and
collision-cell CAD studies [28, 56–61]. This affords the
indirect selection of the transmitted and dissociated

Figure 2. (a) Higher charge states dissociate at relatively lower
declustering potential. Three-dimensional plot of ESI mass spectra of
ubiquitin [M � 13H]13� to [M � 5H]5� charge states. Increased
declustering potential first caused decreased abundance of the more
highly charged molecular ions and a shift towards transmission of
lower chargedmolecular ions for ubiquitin. (b) Charge state selection
based on declustering potential. Intensity of each ubiquitin parent ion
charge state ([M � 13H]13� to [M � 4H]4�) at specific declustering
potentials. Note: 4� and 5� charge states were scaled by 50� their
actual intensities, and 6� was scaled by 5� to visualize the declus-
tering potential effect for low intensity charge states.
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charge states by using different declustering potentials.
The dissociation of higher charge states tended to give
rise to cleavage at the N-terminus of Pro at low declus-
tering potential, whereas lower charge states gave rise
to C-terminal Asp/Glu cleavages (Figure 2) at higher
declustering potential, consistent with previous protein
studies [37, 62–69]. Such fragmentation was extensive
(Figure 3). For example, dissociation of ubiquitin oc-
curred at low declustering potentials preceding (N-
terminal to) all proline residues, and at high decluster-
ing potentials following all aspartic and glutamic acid
residues (Figure S6; Figures S7 and S8 for myoglobin
and BSA details, respectively). Based upon previous
studies of peptides, other likely cleavages included
Ile/Leu/Val-Xaa, which we also observed. Facile disso-
ciation of more highly charged states has been attrib-
uted to greater numbers of mobile protons, and to
increased lability due to destabilization [70] and more
unfolded states [71], both of which result from the
Coulombic repulsion of bound protons. If there are too
many protons, their mutual Coulombic repulsion limits
their mobility [71].

Differences in the Collisionally Activated
Dissociation Mechanisms of Proteins and Peptides

Intermediate charge states [72] of proteins were found
to dissociate extensively at intermediate declustering
potentials via multiple dissociation channels including
b-ion derived internal fragments not commonly ob-
served with peptides (Figure 4 and Figure 5). In addi-
tion, intermediate protein charge states dissociated via
the canonical Pro, Ile/Leu/Lys, and Asp/Glu channel
cleavages. Compared with high charge states, which
give rise to predominantly Pro-mediated cleavage, and
low charges states, which give rise to predominantly
Asp/Glu-mediated cleavage, intermediate charge
states represent the “perfect storm,” combining all of
these plus the many non-canonical cleavages described
below (Figure 5a). The mechanisms leading to the
extensive fragmentation of intermediate charge states
are explained in detail below, illustrated in Figure 4,
and summarized in Figure 5.
We observed non-canonical cleavages both C- and

N- terminal to Gly, Lys, and Gln; N-terminal to Ser, Tyr,
Ile, and Leu; and C-terminal to Pro (Pro37-Pro38). The
presence of Pro-Xaa cleavage is typically not observed
for peptides, especially when the amino acid residues
are Pro-Pro [15, 73]. As far as we are aware, the
prominent cleavages C-terminal to Asn, and less exten-
sively to Gln, and N-terminal to Ile and Leu, are novel,
whereas enhanced, mobile proton-mediated cleavages
N-terminal to Gly, Ser, Lys, and Tyr, and charge local-
ized cleavage C-terminal to Lys were previously de-
scribed [15]. Although the mechanisms of cleavages
N-terminal to Gln, Ile, Lys, and Leu have not been
described, we revisited a large scale peptide CAD [13]
study and were surprised to find these cleavages occur

frequently, and are among the few mechanisms that
retain charge on b-ions. For example, using unbiased
clustering, the Wysocki group determined that peptide
fragmentation has four major pathways: X-P, I/L/V-X,
D/E-X, and b&y [13]. Many of the non-canonical N-
terminal fragments observed here are also observed
within what Wysocki termed b&y cluster, which is
comprised of missed tryptic cleavages with arginine
close to the N-terminus of the peptide. This behavior
observed for missed cleavages harmonizes nicely with
the present results, as intact proteins have a less ordered
distribution of basic residue locations. Distinct frag-
mentation has been further highlighted with a MS2

data-mining scheme for Pro, Asp, Lys, and Ile of
peptides [13].
These uncommon N-terminal cleavages observed

here (e.g., X-Gly, Lys, Gln, Ser, Tyr, Ile, and Leu) in turn
led to the novel b-ion derived internal fragments that
are unique to the intermediate charge states of proteins.
In contrast, typical C-terminal cleavages (e.g., I/L/V-X
and D/E-X), which retain charge on the y-ion, often
lead to neutral internal fragments and smaller y ions.
Over 90% of the observed internal fragments had

Figure 3. Ubiquitin fragments (in mass domain) as a function of
declustering potential (240 °C capillary temperature). Increased
declustering potential resulted in low-energy CAD fragmentation,
with cleavage at the amide bond yielding mainly b- and y-type
ions. Far left column shows all fragments observed in the mass
domain: a-, b-, or y-type (purple), along with all observed internal
fragments (magenta). Declustering potentials at 40–130 V (remaining
columns) show all locations of fragmentation. The color intensity
of the fragments is such that red represents a more intense
fragment, while blue represents a less intense fragment, with the
color gradient from red to blue on a log scale.
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Figure 4. 2D-Gel view of representative funnel-skimmer dissociation fragmentation pathways.
Horizontal lines indicate the position where fragmentation occurred, and attached vertical lines
indicate the type of ion, with ( ) indicating y-ion and ( ) indicating b-ion. Line color indicates
the relative intensity, with blue representing the lowest intensity and red the highest. The amino acid
sequence for ubiquitin is depicted in purple on the far left. Yellow vertical bars depict internal
fragments in the mass domain from their specified points of fragmentation. Green horizontal bars
indicate the major fragmentation pathways. An asterisk at the end of an a-, b-, or y-ion fragment line
indicates a loss of NH3. (X) indicates an a/b/y ion present and a/b/y ion with a loss of NH3. (Filled
circle) indicates ions in the form of a/b/y ion and a/b/y with a loss of H2O. Note: interestingly, all
fragments were identified except those that appear as the four orange horizontal bars; these were
significant, multiply charged, unassigned fragments or protein species that were present based on
their mass, not y-ion sequence.
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charges of 1� or 2� (the remaining were 3� or 4�).
Indeed, the relatively low charge states of peptides
combined with the sequestration of charge at C-terminal
basic residues could explain why internal fragment
ions are not a prominent feature of peptide CAD. A
corollary of our work is that internal fragments should
be more predominant in the peptide CAD cluster
termed b&y, and potentially should be accounted for in
bottom-up scoring algorithms. Additionally, we ob-
served “steps” in the internal fragmentation pattern
that can be visualized in Figure 4 and Figure S9, which
led to extensive sequence coverage. These steps can
be explained by the fragmentation pathway bx¡bx�1
(bx¡ax¡bx�1) and/or bx¡ax [12].
Interest in protein intermediate charge states, which

give rise to a surprisingly high number of fragments
ions (Figure 3) [37], led to ion mobility, proton transfer,
blackbody infrared radiative dissociation [74], and
hydrogen/deuterium exchange studies [40, 71, 75–77].
These studies demonstrated that intermediate charge
states exist in the largest conformational ensemble [39],
and are consistent with there being a relationship
between collision cross section, conformation, and

charge state. However, an open question remains as to
whether the enhanced fragmentation of intermediate
charge states (Figures 2, 3) results from the larger
conformational ensemble [39, 78] or enhanced proton
mobility (e.g., there are no mobile protons until the
charge state exceeds the number of Arg residues [5], but
once there are too many protons, their mutual Coulom-
bic repulsion limits their mobility). In light of evidence
that similar fragmentation results from multiple confor-
mations [40], it is more likely that proton mobility is the
major player.

Further Increasing Internal Energy Via Capillary
Temperature Had Little Effect Upon Protein
Dissociation

A previous study determined that protein fragmenta-
tion increased as temperature increased from 38 to
100 °C, accompanied by fewer cleavages leading to
y-type ions and increased cleavages leading to internal
fragments [39]. This process of activating proteins for
CAD using a heated capillary was termed prefolding

Figure 5. Funnel-skimmer dissociation mechanisms for primary and secondary fragmentation.
(a) Summary of charge-state dependence of the fragmentation mechanism. (b) All dominant N- and
C-terminal cleavage patterns [underlined amino acids indicate cleavages less common in peptides, red,
magenta, and blue boxes correspond to high, intermediate, and low declustering potentials, respec-
tively. Cleavage pattern 1 involved C-terminal cleavage at D, E, I, K, L, N, Q, and V. Cleavage pattern
2 occurred N-terminal to G, Q, S, Y, and P. Cleavage pattern 3 involved C-terminal to P cleavage,
which typically is not observed in peptides. In cleavage patterns 1–3, charge (green �) is retained
on the y-ion. Cleavage pattern 4 involved novel cleavage N-terminal to the amino acids I, K, and
L with the charge being retained on the b-ions; leading to b-ion derived internal fragments.
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dissociation [39]. Our goal was to maximize the extent
of fragmentation. Therefore, we began at the maximum
previously characterized temperature and tested even
higher temperatures. At the capillary temperatures
tested (100, 150, 200, and 240 °C), similar fragmentation
occurred, indicating that the maximum degree of pro-
tein unfolding was achieved by 100 °C, and that a wide
range of capillary temperatures can be tolerated. The
interested reader is directed to the Supplemental Infor-
mation for further discussions on the effect of capillary
temperature.

Methods for Improving Intact Protein
Characterization

Accounting for dominant internal fragmentation would
improve automated protein identification and charac-
terization. The Mascot-TD (previously known as “Big
Mascot”) score distribution as a function of declustering
potential is shown in Figure 6. We modified the
Mascot-TD instrument definition to include a-type and
internal fragments (see the Experimental section). Par-
adoxically, the lowest Mascot scores corresponded to
the intermediate declustering potentials that yielded the
most fragments, indicating that the Mascot-TD scoring
algorithm (and perhaps other top-down search algo-
rithms) needs to be recalibrated for intact protein anal-
ysis. Specifically, despite a 30% increase in the total

number of fragments observed from 80 to 90 V declus-
tering potentials, the Mascot score decreased by 72%.
This was due to the Mascot algorithm [53] having been
calibrated using peptide CAD, and as a result not
weighting internal fragments. This, combined with the
doubling of the percentage of internal fragments be-
tween 80 to 90 V (14 internals/64 total, 41 internals/91
total, respectively), resulted in a lower overall score
despite better sequence coverage. Thus, a shortcoming
of the current Mascot scoring algorithm, as well as the
popular ProSight PTM algorithm [21], is that internal
fragment ions do not increase the confidence score to
the same extent that b- and y-ions do. A zoomed-in
view of the internal fragments, grouping similar start-
ing and ending point together, can be found in the
Figure S9.

Electronics for Automating Optimized
In-Source CAD

We developed electronics that toggled between the
declustering potentials required for intact protein anal-
ysis and dissociation. Specifically, automated electronic
switching of the declustering potential occurred at
every scan to provide a spectrum acquired at a voltage
that gave intact mass (40 V), followed by spectrum
acquired at a voltage that dissociated proteins (
80 V).
This automation allowed facile cleavage for identifying
and characterizing proteins on a LC timescale, a feat
that cannot currently be accomplished using ECD.

Using the Source Region as a Low-Resolution
Mass Spectrometer by Modulating of the
Declustering Potential

This application identified declustering potentials that
selectively fragment different charge states, allowing
the source region to be used as the first stage of a
low-resolution tandemmass spectrometer, and facilitat-
ing pseudo-MS3 of product ions from selected precursor
charge states. For example, fragment ions from a de-
clustering potential of 50 V were derived from the
highest charge states, and based upon our analysis
above, are likely to be derived from N-terminal proline
cleavage.

Conclusions

We report a comprehensive analysis of funnel-skimmer
dissociation with FT-ICR MS instrumentation using
ubiquitin, myoglobin, and BSA. The mass spectrometric
experiments described here demonstrate that funnel-
skimmer dissociation is a method capable of producing
extensive fragmentation on a LC timescale. Generally, a
declustering potential of 100 V allowed for confident
protein identification over a diverse protein molecular
weight range (8–67 kDa). Typically, the higher charge-
state ions favored fragmentation at proline and adjacent

Figure 6. Voltage and search parameter dependence of Mascot-TD
score for ubiquitin funnel-skimmer dissociation fragmentation
(240 °C capillary temperature). Internal fragment searches were
incorporated as new user-defined instrument definitions to Mas-
cot-TD to help assign the proportion of unmatched ions within the
raw data. The same bimodal distribution resulted for ubiquitin
searches at all temperatures without internal fragments searched
with scores at maxima of 80 V and 120 V declustering voltages (see
Figure S3e). Orange circle: default search (b- and y-fragments with
neutral losses; no internal fragment ions searched). Parameters
used for searching data include non-internally calibrated data
(using MS2 masses), no internal fragments searched, 0.1% peptide
tolerance, and 0.3 Da fragment mass tolerance. Blue diamond:
score results from internally calibrated data, searched without
a-type fragments (b, y, and yb-internal fragments), 0.1% peptide
mass tolerance, and 0.05 Da fragment mass tolerance. Green
square: score results from internally calibrated data, searched with
a, b, y, and ya- and yb-internal fragments, 0.1% peptide mass
tolerance and 0.05 Da fragment mass tolerance.
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residues (at lower voltages), while cleavages C-terminal
to aspartic acid and glutamic acid were more prevalent
for lower charge-states (at higher voltages). Intermediate
charge-states’ fragments were a sum of both fragmen-
tation channels plus a higher percentages of internal
fragments, leading to the greatest sequence coverage,
with novel fragmentation observed N-terminal to Ile,
Leu, and Ser, and C-terminal to Asn and Pro. Proper
weighting of internal fragments in scoring algorithms
will lead to better experimental design and interpretation
of results. We developed electronics that can alternate
between the ideal declustering potentials for yielding
intact protein mass (40 V) and protein fragmentation
(
80 V), which automated this in-source dissociation
methodology. We also demonstrated a general method
for using the source region as a low-resolution mass
spectrometer, and provided experimental guidelines for
tailoring protein fragmentation channels by selectively
fragmenting different charge-states (e.g., cleavage at
proline versus aspartic acid). Both of these improve-
ments of top-down mass spectrometry afforded facile
cleavage of a variety of proteins on a LC timescale.
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